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Project background

Blockchain global payment prospects

The global cross-border payment market (international

payments) continues to grow at about 5% a year, according to

the World Bank. It will reach $601 billion in 2016. Profits of

cross-border payments across all regions have maintained a

growing trend, especially in Asia, where China has surpassed

Brazil. It is the third largest global market for cross-border

payments after the United States and the euro zone. At the

same time, cross-border payments remain high, with the

average cost of end-users (payers) reaching 7.68% of the

transfer amount. With the influx of new entities into the

cross-border payment market, transactions processed by

non-banking institutions have reached 10% of the total size.

Blockchain global payments have significantly increased the

transaction speed. There are a lot of manual reconciliation

operations in the traditional cross-border payment model.

Banks conduct batch processing of transactions at the end of

the day, and the day is reduced, and the cross-border

payment using blockchain can provide 7x24 uninterrupted



services, and reduce the manual processing links in the

process, greatly shortening the clearing and settlement time.

For example, using the Ripple distributed financial solution,

the ATB Financial Bank of Canada initiated a C $1,000

cross-border remittance. Money is exchanged in euros to be

paid to Reisebank banks in Germany for a total of eight

seconds, while transactions taking two to six working days to

complete in the traditional model

Blockchain global payments can effectively reduce

transaction costs.

According to McKinsey's 2016 Global Payment report, the

average cost of completing a cross-border payment through

the agency bank model is between $25 and $35, more than

10 times the cost of completing a domestic payment by using

an automated clearing house (ACH). In the traditional

cross-border payment model, there are costs such as

payment processing, reception, financial operation and

account reconciliation. Through the application of

blockchain technology, weakening the role of intermediary in

the transaction process, improving capital liquidity, realizing

real-time confirmation and monitoring, can effectively reduce



the direct and indirect costs in all links of the transaction.

For the financial institutions, it can improve the cost

structure, improve the profitability, and for the end-users, it

can reduce the various transaction costs. It makes the small

cross-border payment business that was too expensive a

reality, so it has more universal value.

Global sports market

The global sports market reached nearly US $388.3 billion in

2020 and grew at a compound annual growth rate of 3.4%

(CAGR) since 2015. It is expected to reach 2025. The sports

market will reach $599.9 billion. It will reach US $826 billion

by 2030.

Looking at the entire industry chain of the sports industry,

the scale of the global sports industry chain has exceeded one

trillion US dollars, and continues to grow rapidly. At the same

time, the sports market demand is driven by the changing

online environment of the entire sports industry, the

penetration of connectivity equipment, and the developing

digital infrastructure.



Due to the continuous global advocacy for public health and

health, people are more familiar with and support for health

and sports, but most of the world's restrictions on sports

activities, coupled with the COVID-19 pandemic, have greatly

affected the sports sector and events. Making online sports

become increasingly popular during the pandemic.

The pain point behind the sports industry

From the perspective of the industrial chain, the sports

industry can generally be divided into the upper, middle and

lower reaches, which correspond to the event resources,

communication channels and related derivatives respectively.

Relying on the event resources, industries such as sports

lottery, sports event operation, operation of sports

broadcasting rights, sports consulting, sports program

production and star brokerage are rising rapidly, and these

connected links can generate corresponding economic value.

The global sports market, including infrastructure, sports

competitions, sports training and related goods, is worth

about $6,00 billion to $7,000 billion a year, according to

KPMG.



The market space of 100 billion levels has attracted countless

players, but also revealed the background color of the slowing

profit growth of the sports industry chain."Capital" is

dependent on "event products", but consumers' awareness of

paying for IP is still hovering in the early stage. PP Sports,

which paid nearly 5 billion yuan to sign the Chinese

mainland for the 2019-2022 season, also ended its

cooperation with the Premier League due to difficult

membership costs.

Behind this, in addition to the obstacles brought by the single

dimension of consumer cognition, there are problems of low

efficiency and opaque information in all links related to

sports IP realization. Especially under the wave of digital

economy transformation, all links of the sports industry are

also facing the superimposed pressure of transformation and

upgrading.

In the eyes of the new eyes, behind the transaction of the

unified point to the trust problem, such as game ticket hype,

fake sales; peripheral products fake imitation, and even

sports gambling gambling fraud and other chaos emerge in



endlessly.

Reflected in the level of enterprise development, which also

means that when the connection between consumers and

enterprises is not close enough, and the trust system

between enterprises is also not clear, the business logic often

can not get the ideal results when landing.

The unique characteristics of blockchain, such as

decentralization, tamper and multi-witness, can help sports

enterprises to transform the resources in the industry into

digital assets and transfer and trade on the chain, which can

fundamentally change this logic and solve the problems that

hinder the development of the sports industry.

At the same time, as mentioned above, under the sports

industry chain ecology, the current sports is more like a

comprehensive segment before and after the business carrier,

under the new ecology, such as sports administrative items

for examination and approval, sports ticket process,

anti-doping management, sports gambling transformation,

upgrade demand is more and more obvious.



In this context, along with the arrival of blockchain

technology, the sports industry may usher in a revolutionary

improvement, which makes the industry has reached a

unified consensus.



Project introduction

The Sport Doge profile is introduced

Sport Doge is jointly built by sports fans from all over the

world. It aims to make the transaction of sports assets

transparent through blockchain technology decentralization,

distributed storage, and imtamability, which can be cut and

circulate faster, and finally release the huge potential of the

sports asset market.

All contents of Sport Doge run on the chain, ensuring that

data traceability, transparent and open cannot not tampered

with. The platform maintains itself by transaction fees. Due

to the existence of token incentives, the platform also hopes

users to participate and profit more, so as to use token

transactions more frequently and revitalize the entire Sport

Doge ecology. To this end, Sport Doge will build and promote

many sports applications and promote more events, support

and create more sports activities and sports stars, to provide

more fresh vitality for sports fans and even the whole sports

industry.



Sport Doge uses blockchain technology to directly connect

with fans and various sports events and sports stars, to

promote the development and development of the sports

industry, and to drive more sports fans to participate. For

fans bring more worth watching and worth participating in

sports events, including the comprehensive report of all kinds

of information, field and field and outside services, and all

kinds of sports derivatives (including but not limited to stars

and events exclusive NFT, sports surrounding, classic games,

etc.), no middlemen to intervene between fans and games and

experience stars, there is no centralized platform to control

the participants, which makes the sports events surrounding

content more fair and transparent, promote the healthy

development of the sports industry. The internal circulation

of the token will bring great dividends to fans, event

organizers and experience stars through the various

functions of the platform. This dividend of the market

potential based on the transparent trading of sports IP assets

is released, which is a very considerable potential asset.

In addition, in today's fans of various sports come from all

over the world, the currency conversion and payment method



greatly affect the audience's watching experience. Sport Doge,

by using blockchain technology for cross-border settlement

and cross-border payment, will effectively improve the

efficiency of communication and settlement between

countries, so as to realize the holding and consumption of

international events more quickly.

Sport Doge make sports from events, players, tickets,

peripheral, and other things related to sports entities,

excessive value of digital information and digital assets,

under the token system, participate in the block chain of any

individual can join the digital information transactions,

fundamentally change the traditional sports industry based

on personal trust, system trust of business logic, break the

value transmission barriers, eventually promote the sports

industry revolutionary upgrade.

Sport Doge offline linkage

Sport Doge plans to cooperate with multiple sports clubs in

the future, and the fans of the club can both gain value

growth and deeply participate in the club. Fans holding Sport



Doge are eligible to participate in their club's collective

decision-making and can make their voice on club specific

things. At the same time, people who own Sport Doge can get

exclusive rewards and experience, so that fans can deeply

participate in the activities of the club, and improve their

stickiness.

The Sport Doge Solution

With the advancement of digital currency and blockchain

technology, many fields are being reformed combined with

blockchain technology, and the scope of change will be

expanded to every aspect of life. At present, blockchain

technology has been successfully applied in big data,

artificial intelligence, game industry and other fields, and

gradually entered the mature stage, market demand and

capital promotion have helped the blockchain concept

blowout, but the sports industry system can actually be

applied is still scarce.

Blockchain + sports is exactly one of the applications that

can generate revenue and can actually be implemented. It is



also the largest profit section in the sports industry chain.

Sports events as the upstream industry resources, global

users by time, region, politics, currency, and many other

factors, its commercial potential is far from mining, in the C

end payment and business development situation, chain of

sports can make C end users are not the limitation of time

and region and full interaction and contribution to the event

revenue.

The blockchain technology can make the application of

sports open and transparent to meet the needs of C-end

users to participate in events and gain value. Sport Doge has

been deeply engaged in the field of blockchain + sports, for

many years, and is committed to improving this situation.

After years of accumulation, Sport Doge has not only

accumulated tens of millions of users, technology research

and development ability and operation experience, but also

reached a strategic cooperation with many world-class sports

event IP, including the top fight event kunlun, one of the

world's three major boxing organizations IBF and in the world

fight event platform top ten warriors of the glory.



Sport Doge team took the lead in introducing blockchain

technology into the sports industry, can completely solve a

series of problems in the industry, make the data on the

platform stored on the blockchain, not tampered with, data

credible, traceable, verifiable, to avoid black boxes. In the

face of the trillion-dollar market, exclusive cooperation of the

global top event IP, experienced teams, multinational

operation licenses and other incomparable huge advantages,

Sport Doge has occupied a leading position in the blockchain

+ sports industry, laying the foundation for the landing.

Sport Doge is different from the same period in the market,

the sports + blockchain application only stays at the

conceptual level, and cannot be applied to the pain points of

actual sports events and sports service related fields.

DAO administer

With the support of the token system, Sport Doge will change

the traditional fan operation mode, make it become an

independent and autonomous organization through the

blockchain, let the community have the rights and

obligations, and enhance the influence of fans on the entire



sports industry. Fans' love for sports stars or star teams is no

longer just an emotional relationship. The feelings of fans and

lovers will generate value and value transmission through the

blockchain.

The traceability technology

Based on the underlying smart contract technology of

blockchain, its rules and roles, each decision, from

presentation, discussion, and voting process and results, are

publicly recorded and traceable on the chain;

Decentration

The decentralized voting governance rules are determined by

the community and are not controlled by the centralized

organizations. Community members do not need to

participate in the community governance through the form of

employment, with no hierarchical structure;

Code audit

All the codes are audited by professional code audit

companies to ensure safety and reliability. This platform can

support voting with LP, and also support getting Token

incentives through voting;



Technicalframework

Sport Doge Features

1）Freedom to pay — Any amount of money may be paid

and received instantly whenever and wherever available. No

borders, no imposed restrictions. Sport Doge allows its users

complete control of their funding.

2）Very low fees-There are currently no fees or minimal fees

for Sport Doge payments. Users can include fees in the

transaction to get processing priority and receive transaction

confirmation from the network faster. In addition, there are

also merchant processors to help merchants handle

transactions. Because these services are based on Sport Doge,

they can provide fees far less than PayPal or credit card

networks.

3）Reduce Merchant Risk-Sport Doge transactions are

secure, irrevocable, and do not contain sensitive or personal

information. This avoids the loss to merchants due to fraud

or fraudulent refunds, and there is no need to comply with

PCI standards. Merchants can also easily expand into new



markets where credit cards are unavailable or have

unacceptably high fraud rates. The end result is lower costs,

larger markets, and less administrative costs.

4）Security and Control-Sport Doge users have full control of

their transactions; merchants cannot enforce fees that may

not occur or discovered in other payment methods. Payment

with Sport Doge can be transactions without binding

personal information, which provides a great defense against

identity theft. Sport Doge users can also protect their money

through backup and encryption.

5）Transparency and Neutrality-All information about the

Sport Doge funding supply itself is stored in the blockchain,

which can be tested and use by anyone in real time. No

individual or organization can control or manipulate the

Sport Doge protocol because it is password protected. This

allows the Sport Doge core to be believed to be completely

neutral, transparent, and predictable.

6）Smart contracts-Sport Doge Using smart contracts means

that blockchain transactions go far beyond the basic



functions of currency transactions, but also have a wider

range of instructions embedded into the blockchain. In the

past, traditional contracts mean that two parties or multiple

parties have agreed to do or do not do something in exchange

for something, and each party must trust each other to fulfill

their obligations. Smart contracts don't need to trust each

other because they are not only defined not only by code, but

also enforced by code, completely automatic and

unintervening. The Smart contract program is not just a

computer program that can be executed automatically. It is

itself a system participant who responds to the information

received, receives and stores value, and sends information

and value outward. This program is like someone who can be

trusted, temporarily keeping assets, always following prior

rules. Smart contracts solve the trust problem in traditional

contracts, greatly reduce the cost of trust, and effectively

protect the interests of both parties.

Sport Doge Design Principles

Sport Doge follows three design principles: expansion,

expansion, and safety.



1）Extension principle: Sport Doge each module application

is freely coupled, it is easy to add new modules to come in,

each module itself update does not require other module

interface changes.

2）Scaling principle: The access of Sport Doge application is

fluctuating. If a large number of users access a node, it will

inevitably bring the consequences of the node service crash,

so the node container itself can be deployed automatically,

and achieve horizontal expansion when the user requests are

under pressure.

3）Security principles: Sport Doge supports multi-channel

features, the data between different channels are isolated

from each other, improve isolation security, support a

pluggable architecture, including consensus, permission

management, encryption and decryption, ledger mechanism

multi-module and other types.

The Sport Doge Payment System

The core of the Sport Doge payment system combines four



features:

·Cosmos IBC (cross-chain communication) module;

·A Turing-complete and resource-determined virtual

machine (smart contract);

·Bi-directional anchored side chains (providing denominated

transactions);

·A dynamic hybrid collective mining / federal consensus

agreement (for consensus security), and a low-latency

network (fast payment).

The Sport Doge payment system adopts the Cosmos Sport

Doge module to realize the cross-chain communication. The

Sport Doge is a special module in the Cosmos-SDK, which

provides the cross-chain payment capability between the

blockchain for the tokens.

Sport Doge Turing's complete virtual machine is the core of

payment token smart contracts. Sport Doge smart contracts

are automatically executed by a high proportion of network

nodes. Smart contracts can be used to process information

between contracts, create money transactions, and change

the storage status in contracts.



Virtual machine operation operating code is compatible with

BSC virtual machine, making the public chain contract

perfectly compatible on the Sport Doge payment system. In

subsequent versions, the Sport Doge technical team will

continue to form a new version of Sport Doge virtual

machines by dynamically redirecting opcodes to

compatibility with java bytecode virtual machines, and

enhancing security and memory constraints. This will ensure

that the Sport Doge payment system execution performance

is always maintained in a superior state.



Economic model

Token value

As a value media in ecology, Sport Doge has a more extensive

circulation value, which will be reflected in the following

aspects:

1）Sport Doge will become a popular payment token

worldwide, and its value will multiply rapidly.

2）The whole Sport Doge ecological income can be directly

harvested by means of pledge, dividends, air drops and other

ways.

3）On the basis of the applications on the Sport Doge chain,

many applications will be derived. Chain travel, social

networking, virtual shopping malls, IP, lending,

entertainment, education, tourism, business, real estate, etc.,

all use Sport Doge tokens as the payment media.

4) After Sport Doge tokens are launched on the exchange, it

can be exchanged with all digital currencies, and support the

circulation and payment of all links in the virtual reality

ecology, such as collection and payment, transfer, fiat

currency trading, currency charging, currency withdrawal,



currency matching, mortgage, public welfare, games,

entertainment, mall and other circulation transactions

All of them Sport Doge is used as the transaction payment

medium.

5) Sport Doge implements settlement with global fiat

currency, and pays anywhere through Sport Doge payment

card, bank account number and other channels in the world,

at any time without waiting.

Coin issuance

Token name: Sport Doge

Token contract:

0xB207eaD7c06070C1B20EA66Adc293944560AeBA0

Total issued: 1000000000000000 (100 trillion)

Trade tax cuts

Transfer and exchange transaction tax is cut by 4%

1% Of all users share their local currency

1% Auto returns to add LP to deepen the pool depth

2% Community Marketing



Roadmap

In Q1,2022:

Sport Doge launches and team building

Study the overall Sport Doge development plan

Sign a cooperation between sports organizers and sports

stars

Q2-Q3 in 2022:

Team expansion

The Project Economics Experiment

Negotiate with more partners

Chain construction of the sports industry chain

Marketing promoted the formation of community consensus,

with the scale of more than 5,000 people

Q4,2022:

Sport Doge Token release

Start the website + community

Audit and verification

Air drops and giveaway events

Influence marketing continues to advance

Complete the third-party audit



The community size has exceeded 50,000 people

Started on the Pancakeswap

Coingecko Coinmarketcap is available

In Q1,2023:

Hold a world-class influential event

World-class mainstream media influence marketing and

promotion

Advertising and influence to expand

NFT Marketing Communications

Centralized Exchange listed

Social community language increases

The community size has exceeded 100,000 people

In Q2-Q3 in 2023:

List of soaring modes

Social community language continues to increase

The community size has exceeded 200,000 people

Global mainstream media influence marketing continues to

promote



Q4,2023:

The community size has exceeded 500,000 people

Build Sport Doge into a global mainstream payment currency

that can cross chains

Full access to the world-class events, including the Olympic

Games, the World Cup NBA, etc

In 2024:

Sport Doge completes the zero mission to the moon



Team

Most of Sport Doge's core technology R & D team members

comes from international top blockchain projects and

well-known Internet companies. It together the industry's

best technical experts in computer, information security,

gaming, communications, mathematics, finance, web

development and high-frequency algorithm trading. At the

same time, Sport Doge has also set up a special sports

industry people association, including building sports club

fans from around the world, as well as market and legal

talents from around the world.

Jak Smes- -Jak Smes focuses on digital and innovative

business development. He has extensive experience in using

technology to enhance business models and creating more

profitable business. He has a master's degree in digital

management, and before joining Bucky Badger, he served as

a marketing director and chief marketing officer at several

technology companies. Extensive experience in creative and

strategic planning, product development.

Semo Eom- -Proficient in GP / GPU computing, networking,



machine learning, and blockchain applications. Have good

technical level and practical experience in mining,

supervision and innovative technology application. Sullivan

has held senior positions such as CTO, Project Manager and

IT director at top IT companies. Sullivan is currently

responsible for the design and development of the blockchain

software.

YongJin Chen- - -YongJin Chun is a versatile and

result-oriented senior IT leader / senior manager with over

20 years of experience in the B2B, B2C, Banking, Finance,

gaming, automotive, health care and global enterprise

sectors. He also utilizes his expertise in agility and Scrum

management, and has worked as multiple project managers

for Apple, Honda, and BUPA.

Sung Kim- -SungSoo Kim has years of experience as a CTO in

multiple software companies. His main areas of concern

include cybersecurity and the development of the

telecommunications industry. He specializes in developing,

running, and maintaining data center facilities. He has

developed multiple Web-based CMS solutions and



customer-specific Web portal solutions.

Yongkan Ju ---With 25 years of product delivery experience,

Yongkan Ju has designed and launched many commercial

software products throughout his career. He spent 3 years as

a senior architect in Citrix's ShareFile division, helping the

ShareFile become one of the most successful file-sharing

products in the world. He also co-founded and founded

several startups, including Byte Squared——, which created

a Microsoft Office clone iOS app used by more than 11 million

users.



Disclaimers

This document is used only for the purpose of conveying

information and does not constitute comments on the sale of

the Project. The above information or analysis does not

constitute a reference basis for investment decision-making

power. This document does not constitute any investment

advice, investment intention, or instigated investment.

This document is not constituted or understood as providing

any sale, nor any contract or commitment.
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